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Disorder effects in diluted ferromagnetic semiconductors
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Carrier induced ferromagnetism in diluted III-V semiconductor~DMS! is analyzed within a two-step ap-
proach. First, within a single site coherent-potential approximation formalism, we calculate the element re-
solved averaged Green’s function of the itinerant carrier. Then using a generalized RKKY formula we evaluate
the Mn-Mn long-range exchange integrals and the Curie temperature as a function of the exchange parameter,
magnetic impurity concentration, and carrier density. The effect of a proper treatment of the disorder which
includes all single-site multiple scattering appears to play a crucial role. The standard RKKY calculation which
neglects disorder, strongly underestimates the Curie temperature and is inappropriate to describe magnetism in
DMS. It is also shown that an antiferromagnetic exchange favors higher Curie temperature.
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After the recent discovery by Ohnoet al. that by doping
GaAs ~Ref. 1! with only 5% of magnetic impurities Mn21,
the Curie temperatureTC could already exceed 100 K an
because of all the possible technological applications,
interest for the III-V DMS has increased considerably.
spite of the apparent success of different methods@mean
field, first principle, random-phase approximation~RPA!#
where disorder is either neglected or treated at the low
order to reproduce the Curie temperature,2–8 there is still
some shadow region concerning the effect of disorder
magnetism. Indeed only few works, mainly based on num
cal simulations, are including the effect of position
disorder.9 Recently, in order to provide a simultaneous a
self-consistent treatment of the itinerant carrier and magn
impurity, an approach based on the equation of mot
method was proposed.8 However, as a consequence of t
RPA decoupling the self-energy of the itinerant carrie
Green’s function~GF! is reduced to the lowest-order ter

Ss5(zs/2)Jpdc^Ŝz& ~wherezs561 andc is Mn21 concen-
tration!. Because of the difficulty to include higher-ord
scattering terms within this formalism, we follow in this p
per a slightly different approach and focus first on the eff
of the disorder on the itinerant carriers. First, we calcul
the itinerant carrier GF by treating the effect of disorder
the full coherent-potential approximation~CPA!, which
means that all single-site multiple-scattering processes
properly included. In the second step we calculate the
change integrals between spin impurities using the proje
GF on the Mn sites. The difficulty is to perform properly th
averagedT-matrix calculation since the holes/electrons sc
tering depends on the impurity spin operator. For that p
pose we follow the procedure described in Ref. 10. It sho
be added that in this work, spin impurities are treated fu
quantum mechanically. The purpose of this work is to stu
the effect of multiple scatterings on a magnetic impur
treated in the framework of CPA, on magnetic properties.
neglect other possible sources of disorder: As antisites
fects, Mn interstitials, and other impurities. In this work, t
effect of compensation of carrier density due to Mn inters
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tials and As antisites defects is taken into account in a s
plified manner common in current theories.2,3

We consider the following minimal Hamiltonian which i
the good starting point to study dilated ferromagnetic se
conductors~DMS!,

H5(
i j ,s

t i j cis
† cj s1(

i
JiSi•si , ~1!

wheret i j 5t for i andj nearest neighbors and zero otherwis
The exchange between localized impurities spin and itine
electron gasJi is a random variable:Ji5J (J>0 means
antiferromagnetic coupling! if the site i is occupied by a
magnetic impurity, and zero otherwise.Si is the magnetic
impurity spin operator at sitei andsi5cia

† (1/2sab)cib is the
spin operator at sitei of the itinerant electron gas.

The T matrix associated to the multiscattering of a sing
magnetic impurity~at sitem) embedded in the effective me
dium is

t̂m5V̂m~12 Ĝ̄V̂m!21, ~2!

where

V̂m
Mn5S 1

2 JSm
z 2S↑

1
2 JSm

2

1
2 JSm

1 2 1
2 JSm

z 2S↓
D . ~3!

On the other hand, for Ga at sitem, V̂m
Ga is obtained by taking

J50 in the previous equation.
The 232 averaged Green’s function matrixGR is

GR 5S GR ↑ 0

0 GR ↓
D ~4!

with Ĝ̄s5(vI2 K̂̄s)21, whereK̂̄s5(k(ek2Ss)cks
† cks .

In the following, we omit the site indexm. The self-
energySs is obtained by solving the coupled self-consiste
equations:
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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^tss&dis,T5~12c!^tss
Ga&T1c^tss

Mn&T50. ~5!

Heres561 and^•••&dis,T denote configuration average an
thermal average at temperatureT for the spin operator,c is
the concentration of Mn impurities. Note that since impur
spins are treatedquantum mechanically, the thermal aver-
aged quantities are evaluated using the following decom
sition, ^Ô(Ŝz)&T5( i 50

2S ai^(Ŝ
z) i&T , whereÔ denotes a gen

eral operator which depends in a non trivial manner on (Ŝz) i .
Additionally, as it was shown by Callen-Shtrikma

^(Ŝz) i&T , and hencê Ô(Ŝz)&T , are universal functions o

^Ŝz&T only.11 After solving the coupled set of equations@Eq.
~5! with s561] one gets the total averaged GF of the iti
erant carriers.

The following step consists in calculating the long-ran
exchange integralsJi j

eff between magnetic impurities for th
effective Heisenberg Hamiltonian

HHeis5
1

2 (
iÞ j

Ji j
effSi•Sj . ~6!

The exchange integrals between two impurities separ
by a distanceR is given by the generalized RKKY formula

Jeff~R!52
1

2
J2F2

1

p
Imx~R!G , ~7!

where the susceptibility is

x~R!5(
k,q

E dv f ~v!Ḡ↑
Mn~k,v!Ḡ↓

Mn~k1q,v!eiq•R.

~8!

The chemical potentialm entering the Fermi-Dirac function
f (v) is determined at each temperature by fixing the itin
ant carrier density. Note that the exchange integrals arT

dependent through the averaged GF. When replacingḠs by
the free particle GF the exchange integrals reduce to
standard RKKY. Additionally, it is important to stress that
calculateJi j

eff , one has to take into account that both sitei
andj should be occupied by Mn atom. Thus the nonlocal
in Eq. ~8! should be the Mn-projected GF but not the fu
averaged one.

To derive the projected GF on Mn sites, we essentia
follow the procedure described in Ref. 12, which gives

Ḡs
Mn~k,v!5Fs~v!~12Fs~v!!Ḡs~v!1Fs

2~v!Ḡs~k,v!,
~9!

where

Ḡs~v!5
1

N (
k

Ḡs~k,v!

and

Fs~v!5@12Ḡs~v!~Veff,s
Mn 2Ss!#21.

The determination of the effective potentialVeff,s
Mn leads to
20531
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Mn 5Ss

11SsḠs

c1SsḠs

. ~10!

We can now evaluate the Curie temperature by using me
field theory for the effective Heisenberg model:

kBTC5
2

3
S~S11!c

1

N (
q

E~q! ~11!

E(q) is the T-dependent magnon spectrum:E(q)5 J̃eff(0)
2 J̃eff(q), whereJ̃eff(q) denotes the Fourier transform of th
exchange integrals.

Let us discuss the numerical results. In Fig. 1, the to
density of states~DOS! and the projected one on Mn site a
shown as a function of energy for different values ofJ/t. In
the weak coupling regime (J/t50.86) the spin-resolved
DOS is almost identical to the unperturbed one although
Mn-projected DOS is already strongly affected by the inc
sion of multiscattering. By further increase ofJ/t, an impu-
rity band appears at low energy. Note that the impurity ba
splits first at E<0, and the position of the peaks in th
Mn-DOS are not symmetric with respect to zero. This can
understood by analyzing the atomic limit (J/t→`) which is
properly described. In the paramagnetic phase, we get a
at Eh51 1

2 JS and another atEl52 1
2 J(S11) with respec-

tive weights (S11)/(2S11)c andS/(2S11)c.14

Due to the presence of compensation defects As antis
or Mn interstitials the hole concentration is much smal
thanc.15 In order to take into account these effects we int
duce a free parameterg5nh /c (nh is the hole concentra
tion!.

In Fig. 2, the dependence ofTC on g is discussed. At
fixed g, the Curie temperature increases significantly w
J/t and large values are reached when approaching the s
band regime. In the intermediate regime (J/t>2), Tc ap-
pears to bevery sensitiveto J/t, a maximum atg'0.10 is
observed beforeTC decreases and eventually vanishes atgc
which is J/t dependent. These results are qualitatively co
parable to those of Ref. 13, although we obtain Curie te
perature significantly larger. Additionally, in comparable r
gime the maximum ofTc in Ref. 13 corresponds to half
filled impurity band (g'0.50) andTc is symmetric with
respect to this point~it vanishes atg51). Later it will be
shown that the sign ofJ which is irrelevant in most of the
model calculations plays in fact an important role. As it w
be discussed in the following section, the value ofgc for
which TC vanishes depends on both the sign and amplit
of J/t.

In Fig. 3, TC as a function ofJ/t is shown for both anti-
ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic couplings for different c
rier density. First, the sign ofJ/t appears to be relevan
Indeed,TC is strongly asymmetric with respect toJ/t50. In
the case of ferromagnetic coupling the maximum ofTC is
much smallerthan that for antiferromagnetic coupling. How
ever, as expected, foruJu/t<1 they are comparable and re
duce to the standard RKKY result (TC}J2). For both, ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings, the position
the maximum depends on the hole concentration. Howe
1-2
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! Total DOS~left panels!
and Mn projected DOS~right! as a function of
2E/W ~bandwidth W512t), for majority spin
~dashed curve! and minority spin~full curve! at
T50 K. The value ofJ/t are J/t53.45 ~a!, J/t
52.33 ~b!, andJ/t50.86 ~c!. The concentration
of impurity is c55%.
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the maximum occurs earlier in the ferromagnetic case. N
that in the intermediate regime1<J/t<3, TC

RKKY is much
smaller than TC

CPA: for J/t52, TC
CPA'3 TC

RKKY for nh

50.015. Additionally, after the maximum is reached,TC
drops rapidly, and vanishes at anh-dependent value ofJ/t.
These results can be understood in the following way: In
weak and intermediate regimes due to multiscattering
probability of finding a carrier at the impurity site is larg
than when the scatterings are neglected~RKKY !. Thus the
coupling with the impurity is stronger in the former than
the latter case and as a consequenceTC gets larger. On the
other hand, when the scattering strength increases furthe
carriers get more localized and thus the exchange integ

FIG. 2. ~Color online! TC /t as a function ofg5nh /c for dif-
ferent values ofJ/t. The concentration of impurity is fixed toc
55%.
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between impurities start to decrease. This explains whyTC
reaches a maximum before it decreases. We observe th
the split-band regimeJ/t>3.5 no ferromagnetic orderingis
possible. In contrast to other approaches, our theory app
to be more suitable in the large coupling regime.

Let us now discuss briefly the relevance of our resu
with respect to experimental data of GacMn 12cAs. Our
model is based on a one-band model, similar to Ref. 8, we
t by assuming a hole effective massm* 50.5 me . This leads
to a valuet50.58 eV.16 We assume that the 5.3%-dope
sample~highestTC5110 K) containsnh'(0.360.1)c. Us-
ing Fig. 4, we obtainJ521.1260.12 eV to get the same
Curie temperature.17 Surprisingly, although our calculation

FIG. 3. ~Color online! TC /t as a function ofJ/t for different
carrier density. The impurity concentration isc55%. The RKKY
calculation corresponds to the continuous, dashed, and do
curves and the full CPA treatment to symbols.
1-3
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are done within a one-band model, this value agrees w
with the estimateJ521.160.2 eV based on photoemissio
experiment.18 However, from magnetotransport measu
ments Matsukuraet al.1 have suggesteduJu53.3 eV ~i.e.,
J/t55.68). According to Fig. 3, no ferromagnetism is po
sible for uJu>2.1 eV (Tc50).

In Fig. 4 we analyze the dependence ofTC on the impu-
rity concentrationc, for different values ofg. For a givenc,
we observe thatTC is nonmonotonic with respect tog. How-

FIG. 4. ~Color online! TC ~in K! as a function ofc for different
values of g ~see figure!. The parameters aret50.58 eV andJ
51.12 eV~see text!.
y
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ever, it is clear that even at large concentration the low h
density is more favorable to get a high Curie temperatu
More preciselyTC is larger wheng'0.1. For instance, when
c50.15 we getTC'240 K. Additionally, for sufficiently
large g, we see that when increasingc, TC shows a maxi-
mum and decreases until it vanishes. It is expected thatTC
will first vanish for larger itinerant carrier density. Indee
the localization effect is stronger at higher carrier density

In conclusion, we have presented a theory to study fe
magnetism in DMS, which consists~i! in treating the itiner-
ant carriers within the best single-site approximation~CPA!
and ~ii ! performing the susceptibility calculation using th
disordered Green’s functions to get the Curie temperatur
is shown that a better treatment of the disorder beyond
tual crystal approximation, which means that the theory
cludes properly all single-site multiscatterings, leads to s
nificantly higher values of the Curie temperature with resp
to a standard RKKY calculation. We also show that in t
strong disorder regime, for sufficiently largeJpd coupling,
the ferromagnetism becomes unstable andTc vanishes. Ad-
ditionally, it is shown that an antiferromagnetic coupling f
vors a higherTC in the hole doped materials as compared
the local ferromagnetic coupling. The reason of this diff
ence can be attributed to both~i! quantum-mechanical treat
ment of the magnetic impurities and~ii ! to the fact that AF
local coupling favors the spin-flip processes. A detailed stu
of this aspect will be the subject of another publication.

One of us~J.K.! acknowledges the financial support pr
vided by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic~Grant No.
A1010203! and the Project No. AVOZ1-010-914 of th
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic.
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